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SPOTLIGHT

“BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL WEEK” during The “BLACK Women
in MUSIC Festival 5-Day Cultural & Empowerment
Celebration” is this Labor Day 2015, kicking off
in the Seattle/Tacoma area. We will be broadcasting
live from Thursday, September 3, 2015 – Monday,
September 7, 2015, (excluding Saturday).
We will be hosting this event Live via Google
Hangout/YouTube & Our Call-In Conference Line Number.
The BWIMF is a bold, yet comprehensive approach at cultural
reconversion and reconstruction in the Black Community, as
such; The BWIMF will provide a platform and an opportunity
to showcase the historical contributions of BLACK Women in
the arts and more.
The BWIMF as a theoretical and conceptual framework seeks
to take a Renaissance approach to art and various forms of
artistic expressions. As such, art is not just art for
art's sake, but the creative cultural expression of a
people’s common history, common life styles, as well as
their common and collective aspiration for a higher form of
life and humanity.
The goal is sustainability that creates and supports the
growth of the creative industries, such that they generate
their own revenue streams and are not just dependent upon:
government, foundations, or corporate and charitable
giving. Building Sustainability insures cooperative,
collaborative and collective benefits, as revenues can be
used to build other industries in the community, providing
economic value added to the entire region.
If music is the heart of the Black community, then BLACK
Women are the soul and foundation of Black Music and as
well as the Global Community. There are no comparisons to
what BLACK Women have given to the entire music world, yet
there remain few, if any, opportunities for showcasing
locally as well as, nationally gifted and talented BLACK
Women to display their craft in a positive and
inspirational format.
After years of pursuing acceptance in the main stream
venues and theatre, we are taking a bold and unprecedented
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step to CREATE the venue for Black Women in the Arts to
express their full creative abilities in an environment
that is developed for us and maintained by us, sensitive
and aware of our uniqueness’s which in turn benefits the
entire community. The BWIMF will be the vehicle through
which we will reclaim, preserve and protect our culture and
community traditional values.
If we do not celebrate ourselves, then who will? And if
anyone is going to plan a celebration of BLACK Women, then
BLACK WOMEN should be the ones planning and producing the
event. The BWIMF will serve as conduit that allows Black
People and all other cultures and ethnicities to share,
learn and begin the process of healing our nation and our
world. REACH ONE TEACH ONE. Our goal is to inspire and
encourage everyone to reach beyond their current
circumstances. We will assist in instilling the idea of a
dream and develop action plans for those dreams, while
reaching beyond self-imposed and societal limitations
historically established.
Among some of the most troubling factors impacting the
overall life of Black Women is a 29.9% poverty rate, a
child poverty rate of 35.7%, low birth weight and infant
mortality rates that are twice that of most American women,
32% in the foster care system and juvenile detention,
compounded by a school dropout rate that is twice that of
most students. Black girls are over represented in the
juvenile justice system, which undoubtedly leads directly
to a cumulative disadvantage as they grow into young women,
and adulthood, thus limiting their capacity to advance in
society as a whole. These variables are further compounded
by sexual, physical and substance abuse, which are all
affecting our communities at even younger and more alarming
rates. These are but a few of the overall concerns that we
seek to address and redirect resources and energies in a
more positive direction.
Tena DuBerry, Director * Danny Copeland, Chair of Board of
Directors, Team DuBerry P.O. Box 65915, University Place,
WA 98464 BLACKWomenInMUSICFestival@gmail.com 253.229.2600
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Tena DuBerry: In Her Own Words
Tena DuBerry is the Singer, Actor, Writer, Producer & Radio
Talk Show Host total package: truly a once in a lifetime
woman and talent, with plus-personality, blackbeauty, exceptional elegance and infinite intellect. Tena
DuBerry, simply put and by anyone’s standards is an
exceptional singer, actress writer, producer, radio talk
show host, and more. Tena DuBerry was “dubbed” a “pintsized powerhouse” at age 11, by the Se- attle Times and has
4 1/2+ octaves. Tena is a warm and gra- cious host, and
producer of “The Tena DuBerry WoW #1 Weekly Entertainment
Talk Radio Show” with this sensual “Soul-Sista”, and
creator and host to her upcoming entertain- ment talks
show, “Surprise! It’s Raining in Seattle.
Tena DuBerry most recent performances: Carnegie Hall,
The Kennedy Center, Benaroya Hall, The Seattle Mariners,
with the Seattle Women in Jazz Orchestra, is the only “Shug
Avery” on the West Coast, from the Broadway Musical, “The
Color Purple”, and thrilled audiences with her performance
as “MotorMouth Maybelle” in Broadway Musical “Hairspray”,
along with writing and producing two shows. She is driven
by her incredible passion for self-expression.
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Tena is an extraordinary song stylist that makes each song
her own, with incredible vocal dynamics and range. Tena
brings together the true essence of jazz, R&B and funk combined with her touch of modern lush arrangements. She is an
incredible actress, writer and producer and participates
actively in theater and other productions.
Tena just recently wrote, produced and brought to the stage
two very well received pro- ductions: “Valentine’s Day” and
“Black History Month Musical Tribute” Celebrating the Lives
of Those No Longer With Us” & “I Am Every Woman, Songs &
Scenes: Living & Lov- ing Through Breathtaking Moments”, is
an original series of monologues with popular musical
selections that takes guests through an entertaining life
story from the bright- eyed, imaginative stages of early
adolescence to the wise final stages of an elder’s life.
She is on a roll and it seems nothing can stop her now!
Tena has performed at a variety of venues both public and
private, in theatres and arenas across the nation,
fairs/festivals, numerous private and corporate functions,
state and city engagements, congresspersons, sports arenas,
award shows, weddings and graduations, receiving standing
ovations and being called back on stage for encore
performances.
Tena DuBerry has literally been hiding her secret weapon
until the perfect moment. She has spent her lifetime
preparing. Sultry, seductive, sophisticated: her
soprano/alto/tenor hypnotic voice takes you where you
haven’t been before.
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“Yemaya,” watercolor, by Tara Reynolds
TaraReynoldsArt.com
"In this piece I wanted to portray Yemaya in her
natural habitat. I envision Yemaya as a beautiful mermaid
playing with her dolphin friends in the bluest of oceans.
With one hand pointing to the heavens and one to the below,
she holds the balance of life. She has beautiful long black
locks and wears a beaded eleke around her neck. She is the
Mother of Oceans and all life comes from her. Yemaya, Star
of the Sea."
Tara Reynolds is an artist whose work reflects her personal
experience within the Goddess tradition.
Editor’s Note:
Yemaya is an African orisha, meaning spirit or
manifestation of God, and is the Mother Goddess of the
Ocean. The figure of Yemaya travelled with the Yoruba
peoples of West Africa (loosely, Southwestern Nigeria and
Benin) to the “New World” with the diaspora. Briefly and in
an over-simplified manner, because West Africa was
commercially central to the slave trade, the resulting
religious conflations largely depended on which parts of
Africa – and indeed the “New World” - were annexed and
colonized by whom.
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Yemaya is also worshipped today in American and Cuban
Santería (La Regla de Lucumí), and Brazilian Candomblé. She
is the soothing protection of the sea as well as the
violent strength of the storm. She is a prominent maternal
figure in the Goddess traditions.
In Haitian and Creole Vodou, she is the loa (spirit)
and Moon Goddess connected to fertility and the tides, and
is prayed to for the protection of mothers and children. On
her altar, her offerings often include shells and the
colors of blue and white, as the water and foam. Her sacred
animals include dolphins, geese, and swan.

CONNIE MUHAMMAD: In Her Own Words
Connie Muhammad is what some may feel is many things.
Her story is more so about what she isn't than what she is.
A former rapper now vocalist and songwriter, she embraces
artistic evolution and freedom. Her debut album "Ghettos
Child" feat rap legend, Kool G Rap is still sold in the
states and overseas. It has sold on Amazon for over 100.00
per compact disc. This is partly because g-rap is still a
sought after genre. However, Connie does not see any of
those proceeds. She refuses to aid in social programming
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via entertainment which portrays black people primarily as
"thugs" and those deemed to be permanent underclass.
Her new album "Sound Doctrine" (nu-soul, inspirational)
displays her gifts of songwriting, as well as her personal
struggle and battles she has courageously overcame such as
healing from an abusive marriage and drug addiction. Now a
pillar of her community in South Phoenix, Arizona, Connie
consistently uses her plethora of talents to support other
artists and progressive projects. A featured artist at the
Black Life Matters (Tucson, Az) conference this past
January, her constant aim and purpose is also to bring
awareness to the issues faced by African Americans such as
racial injustice and economic disenfranchisement.
She also spearheaded an all-female artist showcase, The
Feminine Project, which provided opportunities for singers,
songwriters, lyricists, and painters. Her newest venture,
Az Soul Sessions http://myclickurban.com/blog/to-the-beatconnie-muhammad-soul-in-the-desert/ is open to established
local soul, jazz, and spoken word artists of both genders.
Follow her at her site: www.conniemuhammadmusic.com
QUEEN AYACODOBAE: Her Art and Her Poetry
Selections from “Cosmic Manifestations”
Art Collection

A’CUM 30x40
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ADHIM – Ttorei Um 30x40

Ortionne, Cosmic Resting Area 28x22
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Eyes of Cosmic Heaven

Golden Galaxy – Arsarstro Infant Eye
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QUEEN AYACODOBAE: In Her Own Words
Born in Washington, DC, Queen Ayacodobae (I-ya-sue-do-bet)
is a citizen of the world; a truly gifted global spirit.
She is renowned for Environmental Educational Entertainment
through her overwhelmingly unique music, poetry, plays,
story-tel- ling and teaching. Queen is a super talented
painter as well.
Queen’s paintings are inspired by her inner ability to see
the beautiful energy in the Universe. The majority of her
pain- tings display heavy impressions of texture that even
the blind can “see”. The texture, along with her perfect
mixtures and combination of vibrant colors, illuminates the
paintings with enormous energy, thus interacting with the
naked eye on levels incomprehensible to the viewer.
In Queen’s words, “It is miraculous and magical all at the
same time. It’s all about Peace and Love. That’s why I call
it Cosmic Manifestations Art Collection. Something
spiritual is happening with this art.” She has paintings
throughout Africa, the US, Italy, France and the West
Indies. Her recent trips to Morocco have peaked interest in
Exhibitions for her Art. She has been invited to exhibit
for one of her pieces at the Gallerie Le Chevalet, in
Casablanca March 2015. Queen has been pain- ting for over
25 years. Her ambition is to produce her artwork on
textiles, create talking books for children, animation and
cyber games.
Queen encourages peace on Earth through environmentally
friendly initiatives and positive creations, such as MUSARTRE ©, a collaboration of Music, Art and Theatre. One
Italian collector praised Queen’s art and said she had
great work “of the quality, depth and maturity, along the
lines of Rembrandt and Picasso.”
Queen, who grew up in Annapolis, MD, credits her parents,
William H. “Lamb” Johnson, Jr. and Madeline MacCray
Johnson, faith, and Ancestors for her many gifts.
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You Great Gods and Goddesses You! The Reenactment of Marcus
Mosiah Garvey
A Poem by Queen Ayacodobae: March 4, 2008
Editor’s Note: The format of this poem has been condensed
from the original to fit the pages of the Zine (with
permission from author). The original is accompanied by a
photo of Marcus Garvey.
When slaves were hauled across the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. When millions were treated with evil not allowed
emotions. When all over Europe our blood was shed. When
over so much land and water we were left dead.
While along the Caribbeans and all over the United
States. We were thrown off of ships and records of our
beings erased. When our babies were torn from their mothers
bellies. When you killed me because you could not sell me.
When you separated us from our families. When we were,
mentally, physically abused, sexually. When we were beaten,
scarred, defaced and maimed. When we were, decapitated,
burned, and shamed.
We were sick because you fed us bile. And while we
suffered, you stole our child. We were slaughtered while
others sung. We were trampled over, and then we were hung.
We experienced every kind of horrible act. And if you don’t
know you better get the Black facts. Yes these are Horror
stories and at telling them no one is best. The Massa
called it glory but no one called it stress.
No one took us to the doctors or to the hospital for
examinations. And then prescribed medicine for our abuse
and got-dog-gone damnation. And what about our abuse and
our state of mine? They bore wholes in our rectum and then
they tore open our behind.
As a matter of fact, no one for years saw
That’s why today they can sing those same
Just like it was a great day and dying was
dummies that follow and the dummies

anything wrong.
old slave songs.
our freedom. The
lead them.

Find out my children why they want you in jail. Find out
why the price is too high, so you cannot make bail. Find
out why all the isms and schisms. Find out why no new
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schools but plenty of new prisons. Find out why someone
wants your head. Find out why someone wants you dead. Find
out who you are, and where you came from too. You will find
out it’s because you are the Great God, Goddess You!
So how did we get on drugs, alcohol, crack cocaine? When
did we start killing each other and going insane? How we
learned to take heroin, barbiturates smoke cigarettes?
Loosing our homes and possessions over a dope bet?
When did the truth get exchanged for gold? When did big
buildings take over our souls? When did lies make us what
we cannot be? When did we trade our guts for jewelry?
We started to hate and despise who we are and where we came
from the galaxy stars. We started wanting outside of
ourselves. That which had no connection to ourselves.
We forgot our cosmic flight plans our supreme mathematics.
We forgot the universal demands and got hooked on
semantics. We forget our reasoning, our healing and lost
much of our glow. We got hooked on mirrors, and the way the
words flow.
We stopped believing in ourselves and started believing in
some one else. We believe in a false God, a false life
style. A lesser than us way of living, and a life with no
smiles . We let someone teach the Royal Kings to hate the
Royal Queens. To treat the mothers and daughters less than
human beings. To call us dirty names and destroy our
wombs. To mash our heritage, our legacy, dignity and rob
our tombs.
We started killing animals, calling it wildlife and
waddling in the mud. Instead of eating fruits and
vegetables, we started eating flesh and blood. We started
behaving worst than any kind of beast or dogs. We started
making hell on earth until the blood made floods.
That’s right, we got lazy so we started sitting down
instead of standing up. We got stupid so we started walking
backwards instead of moving forwar. We got clumsy started
leaning to the side, instead of standing upright. We got
slick, so we stopped reading and writing and started
pimping at night.
We started loving lies, preaching tales we could not even
prove. We stopped loving ourselves and started hating the
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truth. We starting making a new weak race of people called
haters. We down played our children instead of upgrading
our theaters.
The truth has struggled to be and do everything good and
right. Our struggle is to build and not to destroy, to win
not loose to the fight. In this world to stand today we
must against the test of time. Where are we today and can
we get back our minds?
All we have to do is purify our minds, our bodies and our
souls. Be true to ourselves and no one else, get back our
self control. Stop eating their poison, and those color
numbers, don’t drink
Don’t eat the fast foods or the dead foods so you can
think.
Remember that we have the original formula for all
power and that it has nothing to do with politics or
religion or the hour. But step out on faith, with pure
love, clean and divine. And that which we came with will
conquer all evil by divine design.
It is the original structure of our redemption today The
inability to clone us or change our DNA. Remember the
original formula is embedded, it comes from within Once you
see it, live it, be it over and all over again.
How do we know that this formula is the total truth? The
one that they know we have so they constantly attack our
youth. We will stand so tall and our sound will be
heard. Profound sound, universally around sound, the
vibrating word.
You will see it, you will feel it and it will propel with
the ump thing. You know that born thing, the power to build
something from nothing. From a dark space or even a black
hole We can make life manifest, we can make the heat cold.
There is no fight to the finish because we already won.
Mother Nature is our army so it’s already done. She is
coming with everything’s she’s got. And she won’t give up
until she’s ready to stop!
She carries the will of our great Ancestors Calling While
being beaten and tortured, they cried out while they were
falling, “Oh God, Great Universe, Creator please come. Help
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us, don’t let this evil stand. Raise your children up and
take this evil from this land”!
I came through the eclipse when the sky was orange and not
blue so that I would never ever forget the truth! Now you
get this show on the road and you remember too
You Great Gods and Goddesses You!

A Brief Introduction to Erzulie: African Goddess of Women
by Angela Sells, Ph.D.

(L-R, vévés –symbols- of Erzulie Freda and Erzulie Dantor,
public domain)
My name is Angela Sells and I am the editor of this Zine. I
earned my doctorate from Pacifica Graduate Institute in
Comparative Mythology with an Emphasis in Depth Psychology
and have devoted my study to women’s autobiography and
representation in mythic literature and history. I must
state that I write from the perspective of mythology as
distinct from the fields of anthropology or religious
studies. My love for mythology, music, and poetry combined
with my dedication to women’s equality acts as catalyst for
this Zine.
Erzulie Freda is an African loa (spirit) of the cosmic
heart. Brought during the diaspora to the Caribbean and the
“New World” largely by the Fon peoples of West Africa, she
is a loa (spirit) of emotion, seduction, beauty, and female
sexual pleasure. However, it is her Petro (distinctly
Haitian) counterpart Erzulie Dantor that I wish to speak of
today. Sometimes called Erzulie Ge-Rouge or “avec les Yeux
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Rouges” (with the Red Eyes), she is a deity of ferocious
protection. In this aspect, she is strength itself, her
sexuality fluid (often understood as bisexual), and
considered to be ancestral to the Dahomey Amazons. She is
Protectress of her people. She is righteous rage. She is
Dark Mother praised.
It is said that on the night of August 14th in 1791 in
Saint-Domingue – present-day Haiti – a black pig was
sacrificed during a ceremony to Erzulie Dantor, whose
fierce love for her people and anger at their suffering
acted as catalyst for the slaves’ rebellion, revolution,
and subsequent freedom. In essence, many were being
“ridden” by aspects of Erzulie in their action. In 1804,
Haiti became the first free post-colonial Black-led
republic in the world. Though not without its obvious
economic complications, it was also the first independent
nation in Latin America.

(Black Madonna of Częstochowa (1382) brought to Haiti by
Polish soldiers to tame the Haitian Revolution.)
When conflated with - or forced to convert to Christianity in the Caribbean, African religion was
savagely suppressed, but it was not wholly eradicated;
spirits merged with Christian figures, but retained much of
their unique significance. Erzulie Dantor, the buxom
battle-scarred Mother Goddess, was soon recognized as the
Black Madonna. She is still often invoked as the protector
of women, specifically of abused women and children.
Offerings to Erzulie Freda differ from her aspect as
Erzulie Dantor. The former is of “traditional” femininity
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in pinks, perfumes, and aphrodisiacal foods and dress; the
latter by weaponry, blues and golds, and quickening drums.
It is a misconception that Petro loa are “angry” spirits
polarized against the “safe” Rada loa (or the major family
of spirits), as they express aspects of pain and anguish
that naturally arose during the inhumane conditions of
slavery, which were then reflected in the deities. This is
one reason why Petro counterparts are considered newer to
the pantheon of African loa.
What does it mean to more frequently represent and
acknowledge Black goddesses, figures, and religious
symbols? How does recognizing the importance of African
religion form a more inclusive view of world history? How
does the misrepresentation of African religion (such as the
demonization of Vodou in America) add to the perpetuation
“Othering” African-American culture?
For more in-depth and extensive information on Haitian
religion and ritual:
Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of Haiti,
Maya Deren
Tell My Horse: Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica,
Zora Neale Hurston
Mama Lola: A Vodou Priestess in Brooklyn,
Karen McCarthy Brown
*For resources on the Spanish influence on African religion
in the Caribbean:
Sacred Possessions: Vodou, Santería, Obeah, and the
Caribbean, Eds. Fernández Olmos and ParavisiniGerbert
Santería: African Spirits in America,
Joseph Murphy

(Black Madonna of Einsiedeln, Switzerland, 1400’s)
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Laina Dawes: An Interview
Laina Dawes, a writer and music journalist for years, is in
the liberal studies program at the New School in New York
City and is a scholar in the Black female heavy metal
movement. Her latest book, What Are You Doing Here? A Black
Woman’s Life and Liberation in Heavy Metal chronicles her
early life as adopted into a White family in Canada; her
emerging penchant for heavy metal music; and her personal
experience with stereotypes, racialization, and
sexualization in a predominantly White male scene. Included
in her book are extensive personal interviews with other
black women in metal music.
Editor’s Note: This interview has been edited and excerpted
from notes to an hour-long phone conversation with Angela
Sells on August 25, 2015.
Is a second book forthcoming?
I’ve got a couple of ideas. What I’d like to do is
expand What Are You Doing Here because there has been a lot
that’s happened since the book came out. I’ve had a blog
called Writing or Fighting since I’ve had since 2003. I
want to put together a collection of essays from my blog as
well as expand What Are You Doing Here? After the book came
out, I was really interested in taking the topics that I
had been working on for so long and taking them in a
different direction, and do more academic research on these
issues.
The book was really influential to me. It introduced me to
many female artists I never had the luck of discovering on
my own.
One of the things I wanted to do with the book is
[introduce female musicians to]. That’s one of the
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problems; they’re a lot of women of color out there who are
really interested, not just as fans but also as journalists
or musicians, and they’re really hesitant to follow their
passion because they’re not seeing anyone that looks like
them within the scene. They figure: “If there’s nobody out
there, then I’m not going to do it; I don’t want to be the
only person.” That’s one of the things that I wanted to do
with the structuring of the books; it was really important
to find many other black women artists out there.
What do you think of the social media component in creating
community? AfroPunk is a great resource, but what do you
think is so hard about finding this specific community?
AfroPunk is a really good example because it is still
not doing its job. I’m really interested in heavy music.
I’m interested in music in the terms of metal, hardcore,
and punk. There is still resistance in regard to black
participation within those genres. I don’t think AfroPunk
does anything to change that notion, because it’s really
now about fashion and an aesthetic rather than the music,
which is not what AfroPunk originally set out to be. In
terms of social media, they have been very successful in
terms of bringing together a community of people who don’t
want to adhere to racialized stereotypes. [. . . ] But in
terms of the music itself [. . . ] it has been watered
down. It is now about atmospheric hip-hop, R&B, and soul
and it is not about encouraging heavy music.
I agree. It seems to have almost conformed to what is
“socially acceptable” for black musicians or the perception
of black music in culture. I don’t know if that was
unconscious or intentional.
I agree with you. You want to be “weird,” but you
still don’t want to fall outside of the confines of Black
respectability. There have always been black artists in the
history of popular music who have been “weird,” and who
have been able to navigate themselves within mainstream
culture. [Connection lost, resumed] Being “weird,” but not
being intimidating. If you’re playing aggressive music and
you’re a black person, that’s intimidating because the
aggressive nature of the music correlates with how we are
perceived in society as being aggressive. People know that
“This music is really aggressive, and we don’t like angry
black people.” There is always [a] struggle with having
people express themselves creatively the way they want to
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without being so concerned with what a) (non-black) people
think about us and what b) black people think about us.
[. . . ]
I’m just wondering how that came about for you? It seems
that your love of metal was about peeling back the layers
of race and about what you liked as a person.
I grew up in a really weird environment, where my
parents didn’t care. As a Black person growing up in a
predominantly White community; I knew that I would never
fit in to “White People,” but I also was rejected by Black
people. I knew from a very early age that I would have to
define myself as an individual and I think that my
gravitation to this music was very natural. I liked it so I
listened to it, and that was very simple.
Now, you’re seeing a lot of young women and women
older than me [Laina was born in 1969] who are into these
heavier genres of music, it is a very simple decision. The
complicated part of it is the outside saying: “No, we don’t
feel comfortable with you being an individual; you have to
be a certain way in order to make us feel comfortable.”
Nobody is really willing to acknowledge that.
[. . .]
That’s why we’re having all these conversations now
online and on social media about white privilege, because
people are now saying that you really have to question your
decision making and what’s going on in your line [of
thinking] and realize it’s illogical.
What do you make of the fact that there are as many white
consumers of hip-hop as there are black, but it doesn’t
translate into rock or heavy metal in the reverse?
There are a few layers. Historically, there has always
been cultural appropriation and it has always been
acceptable to rip off black culture. I had a conversation
with an older African-American man who said something to me
a couple of weeks ago: black people in some ways rejected
rock and roll to a point because it was not seen as
socially respectable; but you always have to look at who
owns the radio stations. There were Black-owned labels in
the South who would put out rock records, but the
distribution was an issue, the money was an issue, the
support of the artist was an issue, [. . .] so there was a
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resistance in terms of the economic structure of who was
distributed. [This man] was telling me the economic
structure of why [Black] rock and roll got phased out. But
I would go back to my original argument that I wrote about
in the book about black respectability politics, because
black people have had to be concerned with what white
people thought of them in order to survive.
Rock and roll back in the day was always perceived by
all communities as sexually subversive music, but once it
started making money, white kids were able to go see The
Beatles and go buy albums, but Black people did not have
the freedom or the allowance to do so to the level of white
folk. Plus, rock and roll, when it [had] a white face, like
Elvis Presley, it was even more acceptable. Liking edgy
music was OK because it was being performed by a white man.
But that edgy music being performed by a Black man harkens
back to a sense of guilt because there is a reason for
Black people to make aggressive, gritty music. Our lives
are aggressive and gritty.
For white consumers of hip-hop, it wasn’t until it
grew in popularity and radio stations started playing some
stuff, that white audiences began to think: “These people
are talking about a community and a way of life I will
never experience.” There was a fantasy, a romanticism, and
a freedom. Almost like voyeurs in terms of experiencing a
way of life that they could experience in the music but
very comfortably know that they would never, ever be in
those positions themselves. That’s the same thing,
historically, with blues or jazz: co-opting the black
fantasy. The subversiveness and rebelliousness that they
don’t ever want to really do, but experience it through
art.
Once money and buffoonery and entertainment value
comes, they can almost look at it as perpetrating negative
black stereotypes that make the white listener feel
superior. This is why it can be so popular and acceptable
in certain areas; there is a separation between living that
life and understanding why [an] artist is talking about
[certain things]. In terms of respectability politics, or
why black people who support white-centric music [like
heavy metal], it becomes: “You hate yourself. You’re
turning your back on your community.” They think we are
looking for cultural signifiers in order to legitimize the
fear that we have about our own black authenticity.
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That’s what stood out in the book for me: this sense of
reclamation of metal as stemming from the structure of
blues. I thought that was really important.
Well if you listen to early Black Sabbath or watch
early interviews from members of Black Sabbath, they will
say, “We started off as a blues band. We were influenced by
African-American blues.” A lot of the early bands, even to
this day, if you listen to doom or sludge (ex. Eyehategod];
it’s all blues music. You try to tell people that and they
don’t get it; they still see white faces performing the
music.
To be fair, also, I have heard from a lot of people
why there is resistance; there is a sense of real fear. In
the 1980s heavy metal scene, it was white, working-class,
blue-collar men who were the same people that called us
“nigger.” These are the same people that tried to
intimidate and beat us up. So, a lot of people think heavy
metal is full of racism, and think “Why would I want to be
involved or listen to the music where the majority of the
listeners hate me?”
A lot of those stereotypes have been proven to deter
people who like [for example] Pantera. They just don’t want
to get beaten up or be involved in a music culture where
they are the minority.
Maybe it has to do with compartmentalization. Minorities
have always had to separate a band, a film, an actor, what
have you, with personal politics. Or else there would be
nothing left! Do we have to accept a certain sense of that
[racism] in order to enjoy the music?
It depends on the individual. Personally, I don’t
support artists who I know hold certain sentiments in terms
of anti-Black racism, homophobia, misogyny, anti-immigrant,
or anti-Semitism. Things that real people in the world have
been murdered over; I will not support you. I will not
listen to your music. I will make it known. But that’s me.
[. . .] I have a very firm stand on that. Speaking
generally, there are some [people] who try to be apologists
for [these bands], but I think there are issues there they
are trying to deal with about themselves, because I don’t
understand why anyone would want to financially support a
band that consists of people who hate you.
There are also people who say: “Oh I know there’s this
band that hates women, or there’s a band that speaks about
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raping women, but it’s art.” Freedom of expression and they
don’t care because it doesn’t affect them. It’s a very
challenging situation [. . .] which is why I ask this
question in the book in part of my survey: “What would you
found out that a band you really like or listen to told you
that they are philosophically against what your views are?”
because I dealt with [that] as a listener and a fan and
it’s something we’re seeing a lot of right now.
When I was reading your book, I found it really interesting
that aside from your agreeing to be interviewed, so many
women you reached out to were hesitant to “talk about
racial and sexual politics in fear that their white
colleagues would be turned off.” What is your advice for
women of color now who are interested in heavy metal or who
are trying to break into heavy metal?
I would still say it’s important to speak, but it’s a
double-edged sword. I think it’s important to speak about
it, because people have to understand that there are others
listening and learning from you, so what you say has power.
What you say can make someone think; it can make a
difference; it can make a change. On the other hand, it can
also turn people off of you. I know people who are very
open in terms of speaking out against issues of race and
sexism within the heavy metal scene, and I also know that
that has hindered them from opportunities.
But I do believe that you only have one life. You have
to stay true to your convictions, but it’s not going to be
an easy road. I think the people who didn’t want to speak
to me are really in the media spotlight and have been
monetarily successful. I can completely understand. [. . .]
But that’s their truth. We have to understand that their
experience is real and valid and despite not wanting to
“politicize” their presence within their scenes; their
representation will still help a lot of people.
I think that gets at the heart of racial politics and
commercial success. The more commercially successful you
are, to be the voice of truth is not necessarily a viable
option.
I think that’s true. I’m writing my thesis on extreme
heavy metal cultures and a lot of the bands and the extreme
metal record label industry is underground. It’s like that
for a reason and because of that, people are really
passionate. So when you start nit-picking at that
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community, the negative response you will get will be ten
times harder than a response about another music genre.
How do we get images out there of black women that don’t
perpetuate either the Jezebel or the Mammy, the submissive
or the “angry” black woman tropes?
There are metal and hardcore bands with black
musicians out there right now, such as Oceans of Slumber’s
Cammie Gilbert, Bleed the Pig’s Foxxie Phillips,
Tetararch’s Diamond Rowe, MilitiA, and Witch Mountain’s
Kayla Dixon. In order to get these images out there, you
have to be seeing videos or more publicity about black
female musicians who are in bands. You’re not really seeing
that, but I think it’s coming. These musicians are just
rocking out, naturally doing what they want to do as
individuals and not part of a prescribed image that black
women have to be in order to be in the public eye.
Which is also a double bind considering the stereotype of
the angry black woman, which severs many from the ability
to be angry in public.
Right and I think that is one of the issues; people
don’t feel comfortable with angry people or angry music.
But historically in heavy metal, it’s always angry people
playing angry music, because the music came out of this
white, working class, socially and economically
disenfranchised community. [. . .] There’s always been a
societal allowance for people like Taylor Swift to be mad
because some guy dumps her; there’s never been an allowance
for public black anger.
It is hard. One of the reasons why I’m interested in
the resistance to black representation within heavier
genres of music is based on the maybe false notion of why
the music originated in the first place. Because it’s
supposed to be inclusive, it’s supposed to be about the
music. What you look like as a performer is not supposed to
matter. Theoretically, there still is more freedom for
black women’s self-expression within heavy music versus,
any other genre of music within popular culture.
Speaking of “supposed to,” I’m remembering the passage you
wrote about Bessie Smith in your book where she challenges
the KKK during one of her performances in the 1920s. The
fact that these women at the time (like Billie Holiday)
were truly revolutionary in context, yet those roles as
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blues musicians or singers have come to define the
stereotype of how black women are “supposed to” be and look
on stage. I think that’s kind of ironic considering how
much they were actually challenging the status quo at the
time.
True. They were challenging the status quo. For Bessie
Smith, what made that story interesting to me was what she
did off stage. In that particular story, telling these
people “Get out of here,” was something that could have put
her life in danger, but she didn’t give a shit.
If you look at Billie Holiday, her decision to cover
the song “Strange Fruit,” which was not written by her,
that decision was unique because she walk talking about
lynching and racism in an era in which it was difficult for
black women to publicly share their opinion.
Nina Simone is a really good example of what happens
when you speak out. She was always an outspoken woman and
represented the notion of: “I’m an individual, I want to do
this, I’m going to do it.” But she suffered the
repercussions of being really political in America, where
people came to say: “We love it when you sing about love,
but we don’t love it when you speak about politics, civil
rights, and Martin Luther King.” And she paid the price.
That reminds me of what you say in your book, that the
“silent codes of conduct” for black women always contribute
to navigating any social situation with how one is being
perceived at the time. Do you think that’s something that
still affects your life? We could talk about the
differences between Canada and America, but I wonder how
the silent codes of conduct became a reality for you.
While I am still surprised at its successes, I did see
the resistance as to who chose to review the book, where my
book is being sold; I saw it in black journalism colleagues
I’ve known for over a decade who chose to ignore the fact
that I’d written a book because the music being discussed
was not “black” enough. In hindsight, maybe I was naïve,
but I didn’t expect a lot of what happened to happen. I did
see it in all various aspects of my personal and
professional life. I don’t even know what to say; it was
very disappointing and disheartening. But if I look back
and say, “Would I have done anything differently,” I
certainly wouldn’t have. This is me as an individual, I
don’t have to be perfect. I was never the “perfect” Black
person. I was always told I wasn’t “Black enough.” [. . .]
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You have to give up trying to be a certain [way] or you’ll
lose your mind.
I can relate to that because I’m mixed and grew up with
others always wanting me to “choose sides.” It’s crazymaking. At some point, you have to break out of that and
decide to do whatever you want to do.
You have to be perceived as an individual. It’s so
easy to say that to you and for me to believe it, but I
think it’s all about asserting your individuality. But you
will have to pay a price. For anyone, even for women in
general. [. . .] People have said things in offhand
comments that lead me to understand that I am paying the
price right now, that [the mainstream] doesn’t like
outspoken black women.
And it’s so easy now, too, to be anonymous on social media,
to target with a certain amount of venom – racially or
sexually – black women in this genre.
Regardless of all the artists that have said things
that have disappointed me, I honestly do believe that
people who are really into the music do not care. They do
not care about the “Other,” or your sexual preference, or
your religion or ethnicity; it is about if you have respect
for the music and the culture. [. . .] True metalheads are
about the music and about the community thriving. They only
care about enough bodies to support the music’s evolution;
they don’t care about what you look like.
It’s getting back to what music is supposed to do:
transcend superficiality.
I believe it can and does, but the problem is that
there is real threat of violence to cultural minorities. If
we’re passionate about this genre, we have to look at the
bad as well as the good, and we have to look at ways to
make it better. I’ve had it said to me, “It’s just a few
bad apples, so why make a big deal out of it?” For me, it’s
the people who sit by the sidelines that through their
silence are just as implicit in maintaining exclusionary
practices that alienate people from participating. [. . .]
You have to acknowledge that sometimes the music brings out
people who are angry for the wrong reasons and that is
deterring the development of a culture that is heavily
reliant on active participation.
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I agree, and I don’t think the solution is to never enter
the scene. I don’t think progress can happen that way. I
also think that it’s dangerous that racism is being defined
through “extreme violence,” or that only “hostile” racism
is toxic.
It is very dangerous because it’s a gate to the
insidiousness of how passive racism can really fuck
somebody up. I found that through the interviews [in the
book] and the interviews I’ve done since then, it’s not
about somebody throwing a beer bottle at your head. It’s
the feeling or silent understanding that you do not belong,
the passive-aggressive micro-aggressions that are more
damaging than anything else.
For me, there’s nothing worse than going to a show and
feeling a level of hostility that’s always there, which
makes people not want to participate.
Right, because they internalize that hostility. Do you
think that metal offers something in particular to black
women?
I was very pleased when I did a ton of interviews and
found that everyone I interviewed said the same thing: as a
fan, you can go to a show, get into a pit, yell, kick,
scream, and be in a community of people who are all there
for the same reason. [. . .] People have found spaces where
they feel perceived as just being another person. I do
strongly believe that that is out there, but it’s not going
to be easy to find, which is the problem, but it is
available. I think that also as black women we need
something to balance the internalized negativity that is
developed through how the outside world perceives us. The
women that I interviewed found that heavy music serves that
for them. That in itself, regardless of going to a show or
finding friends, but just listening to angry music is the
only way a lot of us can justifiably feel anger and let
that anger go. That’s the main key.
Well that’s a perfect note to end on. Just one more light
question: what is the album that led you to self-proclaim
as a Metalhead?
Judas Priest, Screaming for Vengeance, especially the
title track. At eleven years old, it was probably the
heaviest, loudest, most aggressive track I’d ever heard. It
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made my heart race, made goose bumps on my arms. I became a
massive Judas Priest fan and it made me search for heavier,
and heavier, and heavier music.
Thank you to Laina for taking the time to speak to the Zine
for Black is Beautiful Week. Her fantastic and inspired
book can be purchased HERE
(http://www.amazon.com/What-Are-You-DoingHere/dp/1935950053)

HOW TO CONNECT AND PARTICIPATE:
Check out the Festival Facebook Page
CLICK HERE
http://www,facebook.com/BLACKwomeninMUSICfestival
Black Women in Music Festival: September 3-7, 2015
VIA GOOGLE HANGOUT
CLICK HERE
https://plus.google.com/events/coslcq2lq8ql7p71bedkohs44eo
VIA YOUTUBE
CLICK HERE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfwBdwbLNcc
For More Information and to Get Involved
CLICK HERE
BlackWomeninMusicFestival.Com
Conference Call Line: 1-760-569-7676 #697720
Tena DuBerry, Director
Danny Copeland, Chair of Board of Directors, Team DuBerry
For Future Contributions to the Zine: mythme23@yahoo.com
A hearty thanks to Tena DuBerry for being the creative
force and mastermind behind the Black Women in Music
Festival. Thank you to all of the wonderful contributors.
Let us keep the conversation going, with many more
spotlights on Black is Beautiful in the future. Let us grow
in community, voice, and vision. Let us share with the
world our art, theatre, dance, advocacy, and struggle. Let
this be just the beginning of the Black Women in Music
Festival.
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